LESSON FOR
THURSDAY APRIL 16
Thursday, 4-16-2020
Good Morning!!! Remember to put your name and the rest of the heading on your papers. ☺
Continue to pray for our country and our special friends in the nursing home. Ms. Meeker
turned “90” over break and I sent her a card from our class. Unfortunately, her family couldn’t
visit her due to the virus. Keep her in your prayers please. See the picture of her I attached
that the nurses took.
Religion-say the rosary today to continue our class prayer even though Lent is over. Offer it up
for ALL humankind as a COVID-19 cure is found. Please say the “Glorious Mysteries”- 1. The
Resurrection, 2. The Ascension, 3. The Holy Spirit’s descent on the Apostles, 4.The
Annunciation, 5.The Coronation. Maybe your family can say it with you!! Thank you!
Spelling- TEST (Parents please give your child the test. I say the word, put it in a sentence then
say the word again to give them a chance to write it. DON’T do the words in order. The last 2
words please put in 1 sentence and your student needs to write the sentence out.) I TRUST
you to be the “teacher.” Don’t worry about the grading. Just put the test in their homework
folder and I will grade when I get them back. Thanks so much for your help!!!
Grammar-simple solutions quiz #13 (see the attached). You may print if can or just put
answers on notebook paper. DO NOT use your book during the testing time. Thanks!!
Writing-cursive p. 80
Math-text p. 274-275. Please really look over p.274(note the 2 examples with the orange
sideways triangles). Look at those examples to help you solve p. 275 #4-8 AND #12-16 on
notebook paper. Front-end estimation and rounding are two different things so LOOK at them.
☺
Social Studies-unit 7 lesson 2 read p.298-301. Write out the vocabulary and definitions on
p.298 in your notebook. Make sure you head it “Unit 7 Lesson 2”.
HOMEWORK: Reading-AR

HAVE A GREAT EVENING!!!

